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Executive Summary 

With a flat week, it appears a one pager would be sufficient to summarize what has happened. However, we believe 

that would get us off too easy and we still would like to provide a full blown assessment of the market. What we can 

observe, besides the flat week, is that price still has several options EW count wise, with the most likely counts being 

a) either minor 5 of intermediate i of major 3 of Primary V; or b) minute iii of minor 3 of intermediate i of major 3 of 

primary V is underway. The price targets outlined in Wednesday’s update remain the same: SPX 2118, 2140s, 2170s.  

Our daily TI chart shows no sell signals and all TIs still point up, wanting to see higher prices. The weekly TI chart is a 

bit more neutral with only the MACD improving this week. The bears need to push price above SPX 2100 for the 

weekly chart to also more clearly signal continued upside. However, we did get a long term buy signal using the 

Coppock curve. 

Resistance remains in the SPX 2100-2125 S/R zone, with a break out targeting 2170s. 

Interestingly, albeit the flat week, market breadth improved markedly, and as such puts the ball firmly in the bulls’ 

camp as more stocks are advancing than declining. As a result, the Summation Indices for the NYA and NAZ are now 

also in buy.  

The contrarian indicator ($CPCE: options equity put/call ratio) ended at 0.76 on Friday, which is moderately elevated 

telling is more traders are betting on downside than upside. In the meantime, VIX continues to be in a downtrend. 

Hence, the weight of observable evidence tells us that things have improved for the market and that we should 

expect continued upside. A break above SPX 2097/2100 is bullish and targets SPX 2118-2170, while a break below 

SPX 2070 is bearish and targets SPX 2040s for starters. 

 

Last week we advised to be cautious, but also to be ready to buy. With this week’s 

price action we recommend being long. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count (80% odds) 

Over the past weeks we’ve counted a Major 1 peak at SPX 2116, after a 5-wave rally from the SPX 1872 low, followed 

by most likely a Major 2 low at SPX 2019. Since, we’ve tracked major 3, now most likely in intermediate i of Major 3.  

Last week we determined “First waves of the third wave (intermediate i of major 3 in this case) often target between 

the 50%-76.4% extension of the prior first wave (major 1), with an ideal target of the 61.8% extension. SPX 2141, 

2170, respectively. Assuming minor 1 peaked at SPX 2067 off the 2019 low, and minor 2 bottomed at SPX 2046, the 

(green) 200% extension of 1, from 2 targets: 2046+2.0x48=2142. Right at the 50% extension.” With this week’s flat 

price action, besides a drop to SPX 2070, not much has changed regarding these price targets, although a minor 5=1 

extension would lower intermediate i to SPX 2118 instead, which is also equal to the 0.618x 1+3 extenstion: 2070 + 

0.618 (2097-2019)= 2118 (as outlined in Wednesday’s update). However, this drop to SPX 2070 provided us with a 

2nd alternate and even more bullish count: a subdividing 3rd wave. Instead of minor 3 and 4 at SPX 2097, 2070, 

respectively; we can count those levels as (white) minute i, ii instead. This count will have us target SPX 2140s and 

2170s first without any larger pullback (<25p), and ultimately 2200s. The market will soon tell us which road it will 

take, but it does need to clear the orange descending trendline in place since the SPX 2097 high first. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: Preferred count: Major 1 at SPX 2116, Major 2 at SPX 2019, now in intermediate i of Major 

3. Blue labels are alternate count. Odds: 70:30 between preferred and alternate count. 

 

Last week we also presented an alternate “long term bull, intermediate term bearish count” in that the SPX 2019 

low was intermediate a of major 2 (big blue a), the SPX 2097 high was intermediate b (big blue b), and price is now 

in intermediate c (blue “or: a?”), with the recent SPX 2070 low as a of c. However, based on the weight of the 

evidence presented on the next pages we do not favor this count and see the odds for intermediate i of 3 vs 

intermediate c of 2 as 70:30 
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Elliot wave update: alternate count (20% odds) 

The more bearish count, which still hasn’t been invalidated (it will be once the early November price high is taken 

out), has price still in Primary IV (see figure 2). With this count, price should now be in intermediate c and will have 

to drop rapidly from here on to make this count more believable. However, based on the weight of the evidence 

presented on the next pages we do not favor this count. We therefore give it 20% odds. Again, this doesn’t mean 

this count is not true, it’s simple much less likely, but the market can still decide to take the less likely route. 

Figure 2. DOW hourly chart: major b of Primary IV completed. b-wave of larger c-wave completing? 
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SPX update 

This week’s rather flat price action doesn’t change much from last week’s analyses. We can observe that price found 

support at the upper green S/R line (SPX 2070), which has provided S/R many times prior over the past year. As long 

as price remains above SPX 2070 the trend remains up. Resistance is now at the two blue descending trend lines, 

which are within our 2100-2125 S/R zone. Break above will target SPX 2170 (upper black dotted trend line: upper 

red arrow). A break below SPX 2070 will target SPX 2040 first. 

Bottom line: the chart shows there is upside resistance from SPX 2100-2125. Break above targets 2170. 

Figure 3. SPX daily price-only chart: Red arrows show resistance and price targets 
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This week’s rather flat price action hasn’t added much exiting new observable facts to our daily TI chart either. What 

we continue to observe is that all TIs are still pointing up and there is no sell-signal in place. In addition, price 

continues to be above the 20, 50, 100, 150 and 200d SMA. As such we continue to expect -based on the analyses of 

this chart- higher prices in the days and weeks ahead. First target: SPX 2123 (upper Bollinger Band). Then SPX 2151.  

Bottom line: the daily chart looks bullish based on the objective assessment of the TIs. 

Figure 4. SPX Daily TI chart: All TIs are pointing up. Price above 20, 50, 100, 150 and 200d SMA 
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The weekly chart hasn’t changed much either from last week and presents a doji candle: likely consolidating after 

the gains from the week prior. We can observe that price remains above the 20w and 50w SMAs. The MACD keeps 

pointing up, while the other TIs have flattened out. The weekly A.I. remains in an unconfirmed sell signal (not all 3 

lines are <80). Price does need to reclaim SPX 2100 though for this chart to remain bullish. If 2100 is reclaimed then 

SPX 2160-2190 is the next logical target (upper Bollinger Band and R1 level). The COPP, a smoothed momentum 

oscillator, however, gave a long-term buy signal. More about that on the next page! 

Bottom line: the weekly chart and TIs are still bullish based on the objective assessment of the TIs. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart: doji candle, unconfirmed A.I. sell signal, MACD increasing, other TIs flattened out, but 

COPP long term buy signal. 
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This week the Coppock Curve, click here for details, gave a long term buy signal: it moved from negative to positive. 

The weekly COPP has dropped below 0 only 4 times prior since the price low made in 2011. Every time it then moved 

back above 0 the market gained between 7 to 37% (16, 7, 37, and 7%); 17% on average, before the next larger 

correction (>10%) occurred. See blue boxes figure 6. However, the weekly COPP dropped to -12.5 by late September, 

and to compare apples to apples we can observe such low readings have only occurred three times since the price 

low made in 2009, see orange boxes figure 6, leading to 33%, 18% and 16% gains, respectively before the next larger 

correction (>10%) occurred. Going up to 20 years further back in time, we can observe this signal occurred 6 times 

before 2009: 3 times during a bull (green lines) 3 times during a bear market (red lines). Since the current market is 

a bull, until proven otherwise, these 3 occasions led to substantial gains.  

Figure 6. COPP long term buy signals since 2011, 2019 and over the past 20yrs 

 

Of course we can get a sell-signal in the next 

weeks. But, we can only work with what we 

can observe to make the right trading decisions 

and correct interpretation, and right now we 

have a buy. That’s all we can act upon. 

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?st=coppock&id=chart_school:technical_indicators:coppock_curve
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Long- and short-term SMAs charts 

Compared to last week, our long- and short term Simple Moving Averages charts (LT-SMA, ST-SMA; which tell us 

what the long term and short term trends are) haven’t changed dramatily, given the sideways price action this week. 

However, we can observe that price remains above all SMAs in the LT and ST chart. As such both chart have improved 

somewhat over next week (left of black line).  

The LT-SMA shows that all SMAs are still bearishly stacked (all below the dotted longest SMA). However, 4 are now 

pointing back up, while 2 have leveled out. Hence, longer term (months) this chart remains 100% bearish. 

The ST-SMA, however, has improved over last week, when it was 77% bullish. 7 SMAs are back above the slowest 

SMA (dotted line), and 9 are pointing back up, while price continues to be above all ST-SMAs. In total there’ve been 

3 net-improvements making the chart now 82% bullish.. 

Bottom line: the LT-SMA chart is bearish for LT investors, while the ST-SMAs is attractive to traders 

Figure 7. LT-SMAs chart 100% bearish. ST-SMAs chart 82% bullish 
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Market breadth 

While price has remained essentially flat all week, NYMO increased 25p ending the week at 27. Although the Bulls 

do need NYMO into the 40s-60s for continued and sustained upside, the bears stand little change with positive 

breadth as more stocks are advancing than declining Therefore, the Summation Indices of NYA, NAZ and SPX 

continued their move back up from last week, and the NYSI and NASI now have buy signals as well (SI crosses its 34d 

EMA from below). This adds weight to the evidence, as the improvements are not limited to one sector/index. 

Bottom line: market breadth continues to improve, NYSI and NASI gave buy signals. 

Figure 8. NYMO ended weekly positive, SIs continue to point up, now with buy-signals on NYSI and NASI 
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Miscellaneous 

On Friday, the put/call ratio ended at 0.76; which is 1 p above our level where we start to pay attention as to whether 

a potential bottom is in place as now most traders are betting on continued downside, and often the market proofs 

the majority wrong. Simultaneously, VIX remains in a down trend (red trend channel) and is unable of a sustained 

move above its 20d SMA, $20, or even $17.5. As such, the bears won’t have much fire power.  

Figure 9. CPCE enters “pay attention” zone by closing at 0.76. VIX in continued downtrend 
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